KLUDI ZENTA SL
The new aesthetics
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Almost 100 years ago
KLUDI began manufacturing bathroom
fittings using traditional methods
of craftsmanship. Followed by high-quality,
reliable fixtures of timeless design,
this expertise formed the foundation
of KLUDI. From the tradition as
a faucet specialist, the goal was created
to combine the highest quality of use
and perfect design in a unique way.
Thus the claim Water in Perfection
finds unmistakable expression in
our products as well as in all services
we provide for our customers.
It inspires and drives
our future activities.

Concept

The look of KLUDI ZENTA SL
emanates from its form

HEART

The KLUDI quality cartridge
for a long service life and
particularly silent flow

DELICATE TREND

Herz
Stück

Slim, elegant design and reduced,
clear forms for washstands with
and without pop-up waste

Glanz
Voll

BRILLIANT

Precision finishing
and careful polishing
for lasting sheen

Detail
Liebe

ATTENTION
TO DETAIL

Perfect interplay of circle
and rectangle. Soft contours
merge cylindrical and cubic
forms and ensure a smooth
transition

Frei
Raum

VERSATILITY
PLUS

WORKMANSHIP

Washstand fittings
for every bathroom
application

Wert Metal rosette
Arbeit

PRECISION

Minimum edge radius for
maximum clarity
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KLUDI ZENTA SL

KLUDI ZENTA SL
The new aesthetics
When circles and rectangles merge, the result
bears the name KLUDI ZENTA SL. The gentle
meeting of fundamental geometrical forms creates a new, light look for washbasins, bathtubs
and showers. Formally sophisticated down to the
very last detail, ZENTA SL presents an archety‑
pal fitting design with flowing transitions between
the body, spout and lever.
Elegant curves contrast with strict lines and
emphasises their geometric clarity – a masterpiece of industrial manufacturing quality. Utmost
precision and craftsmanship is required here to
ensure that soft radii and precise edges harmonise
with high-gloss surfaces. Hand-finished contours
encased in tangibly smooth chrome bring joy with
each use day after day, every time.
The streamlined and minimalist design language of the fitting series is inspired by delicate
design, a new trend in bathroom design. Thanks
to its elegant purism, visible above all in the flat
silhouette of the spout, KLUDI ZENTA SL blends
perfectly into every timeless urban décor.

Archetypal. Consistent, unbroken lines accompanied by soft transitions, the perfected
contours are an expression of masterly manufacturing quality.

The ZENTA SL line of fittings is part of the
KLUDI Smart Luxury range, which epitomises
outstanding design and top innovation. First-class
bathroom fittings are expressed uniquely in
inspiring styles.

Trendy. The streamlined silhouette of the fitting
line suits bathroom ceramics and furniture with
a delicate character.
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KLUDI ZENTA SL
Symbiosis at its most beautiful

VersatilityPlus

Gentle flow

Sustainable

Perfect all-round

The recessed cartridge of

Premium, limescale-repel-

The EcoPlus version with

Solutions for every bath-

the stylish shower fitting

lent aerators make it easier

a spout height of 75 mm

room application and room

gives you more freedom to

to care for and ensure a

saves energy by reducing

size: The fitting with control

move while showering.

gentle flow of water at all

hot water consumption.

elements at the side is

times.

cast in a single part and
swivels.

Minimalism. A light look reduced to the essentials.
Whether round, angular or soft shapes – KLUDI ZENTA
SL completes the clear, minimalist look of modern living
environments. Delicate bathroom ceramics combined
with slimline furniture and accessories complement the
puristic furnishing style.

Brilliant. Streamlined design without functional compromises. Utmost precision where
edges meet surfaces. Outstanding KLUDI workmanship makes it possible.
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Overview

KLUDI ZENTA SL

WASHBASIN

SHOWER

482600565
single-lever basin mixer 75
spout height lower edge = 75 mm
with pop-up waste

482770565
single-lever basin mixer 75
spout height lower edge = 75 mm
for use with displacement heaters

482660565
single-lever basin mixer 75
spout height lower edge = 75 mm
PUSH-OPEN drain valve

482630565
single-lever basin mixer 75
spout height lower edge = 75 mm
Centre position cold water EcoPlus
with pop-up waste

482620565*
without pop-up waste

486570565
concealed single-lever
bath and shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against backflow

4860005
bath filler
wall mounting
projection = 170 mm

488700565
single-lever shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

482900565
single-lever basin mixer 100
spout height lower edge = 100 mm
with pop-up waste

482980565
single-lever basin mixer 100
spout height lower edge = 100 mm
PUSH-OPEN drain valve

480270565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 220 mm
with pop-up waste

486550565
concealed single-lever shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit

480280565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 220 mm

482920565*
without pop-up waste

Attention to Detail. Circles and rectangles are the dominant stylistic
elements and create a classy overall impression. That is the result of the
attention to detail that characterises every manufacturing step at KLUDI.
BATH

482560565
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 240 mm
without pop-up waste

482470565
concealed washbasin two hole
wall-mounted single lever mixer
projection = 180 mm

486700565
single-lever bath
and shower mixer
with automatic switching:
shower/bathtub

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

38242*
installation set

Eco

Low pressure

EcoPlus

486500565
concealed single-lever
bath and shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit

*Not shown

Allure. Cylindrical rosettes and cubic elements combined with style. The
metal shower connection highlights the premium quality of the fitting line.

Available finish: 05 chrome
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VersatilityPlus. The cartridge, the heart of a fitting, was set towards the
back for the bathtub and shower fittings. That gives you more space, even
in small spaces.
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